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Understanding Adolescent Intentions to Smoke: An Examination of Relationships Among Social Influence, Prior Trial Behavior, and Antitobacco Campaign Advertising

Telephone interviews were conducted with more than 900 adolescents aged 12 to 18 as part of a multimillion dollar, statewide, antitobacco advertising campaign. The interviews addressed two primary questions: (1) Do counteradvertising campaign attitudes directly affect antismoking beliefs and intent in a manner similar to those of conventional advertisements? and (2) Can advertising campaign attitudes have a stronger effect on beliefs and intent for adolescents with prior smoking behavior and for adolescents exposed to social influence (i.e., friends, siblings, or adult smoker in the home)? The authors’ findings show that advertising campaign attitudes, prior trial behavior, and social influence all directly affect antismoking beliefs and that advertising campaign attitudes interact with prior trial behavior to strengthen antismoking beliefs. The results indicate that attitudes related to the campaign, prior trial behavior, and social influence directly influence intent, and advertising campaign attitudes interact with social influence and prior trial behavior to attenuate adolescent intent to smoke. In addition, the effect of advertising campaign attitudes in attenuating social influence and prior trial behavior effects on adolescent intent to smoke persists even when the authors account for strongly held beliefs about smoking. The authors discuss implications for countermarketing communications and the design and understanding of future antismoking campaigns.

An understanding of why adolescents decide to smoke and the development of successful countermeasures are important issues in the public health and social marketing fields today. The statistics on smoking morbidity are compelling. For example, tobacco use is the leading preventable cause of death in the United States, contributing to more than 440,000 deaths each year and resulting in $75 billion in direct medical costs (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [CDC] 2002). Furthermore, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration has characterized smoking as a pediatric disease; 80% of current adult smokers began before age 18, and more than 5000 youths try their first cigarette each day (CDC 2002). Adolescents are estimated to have three times the sensitivity to cigarette advertising than adults (Pollay et al. 1996), and recent documents have shown youths to be an important target market for the tobacco industry (Cohen 2000; Pollay and Lavack 1993).

What, then, leads adolescents to smoke? Demographic analyses suggest that there is a greater tendency for older, Caucasian, male youths who are not in school to smoke than there is for other adolescent groups (Jamieson and Romer 2001). Other potential predictors of adolescent smoking include social influence (e.g., friends or family effects), prior smoking behavior, and imagery portrayed in tobacco advertising (Aloise-Young, Graham, and Hansen 1994; Pechmann and Knight 2002). For example, tobacco advertising has been shown to have both direct and indirect effects on adolescent smoking behavior. Cohen (2000) suggests that tobacco advertising conveys symbolic and/or physiological benefits to adolescents that directly affect their decision to smoke. Alternatively, Romer and Jamieson (2001) present models that show that cigarette advertising encourages adolescents’ attraction to peers who smoke and that peers’ approval of smoking helps initiate smoking trial in peer groups (an indirect effect). Romer and Jamieson also find that cigarette advertising directly influences peer approval separate from its impact on imagery and feelings.
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about smoking. In summary, evidence suggests that social influence and tobacco advertising can affect the decision to begin smoking.

In principle, Romer and Jamieson (2001) argue that antitobacco advertising may operate in a similar and opposite manner of tobacco advertising. That is, antitobacco advertisements are likely to counteract the approval and attraction process through the use of negative images of smokers and favorable images of nonsmokers. Thus, the models of Romer and Jamieson (2001) may be applicable to the study of social influence and antismoking ad campaigns. Given that state antitobacco programs have shown that counteradvertising can reduce the positive perceptions of smoking in peer networks and overall views of cigarette advertising (cf. Siegel and Biener 2000), antismoking advertisements may negatively affect intent to smoke. Still, how antismoking ad campaigns interact with social influence (and with other variables) has largely been unexplained, and the potential mediating role that beliefs about smoking may have in affecting intent to smoke has not been explored. Furthermore, it has been suggested that knowledge of teen smoking can be advanced by field studies that examine the combined effects of social influence, beliefs, and counteradvertising campaigns (Romer and Jamieson 2001). As such, our study addresses two primary questions: (1) Do counteradvertising campaign attitudes directly affect antismoking beliefs and intent in a manner similar to that of conventional advertisements? and (2) Can ad campaign attitudes have a stronger effect on beliefs and intent for adolescents with prior smoking behavior and for adolescents exposed to social influence (i.e., friends, siblings, or adult smoker in the home)? We use data from a major state antitobacco campaign to address these questions.

Overview and Hypotheses

Campaign Overview

Our study examines predicted relationships that are tested in conjunction with Wisconsin’s first major antitobacco advertising campaign, for which some $6.5 million was allocated. Specific antismoking advertisements used in the campaign targeted youths of middle school and high school age, for whom smoking incidence rates were higher than national averages. The specific advertisements used had been successfully tested and run in other states, and the advertisements were placed in youth television and radio spots in seven major markets in the state running the antismoking campaign. A primary theme of the campaign was that of industry deception and anti-imagery, and other message themes focused on addiction and harmful effects of secondhand smoke. The campaign ran for approximately six months.

Model Overview

Figure 1 presents direct, interaction, and mediating relationships for two key dependent variables: antismoking beliefs about the campaign (beliefs) and intent to smoke. The interaction and mediating effects are of particular interest in contributing to the literature on countermarketing campaign advertising. We predict that prior smoking trial (prior trial behavior) as well as having siblings, an adult in the home, or friends who smoke (social influence) will negatively affect antismoking beliefs about the campaign (beliefs). A favorable attitude toward specific antitobacco campaign advertisements (ad campaign attitude) will have a positive effect on beliefs, and the negative effects of prior trial behavior and social influence on beliefs will be attenuated when they interact with ad campaign attitude. For intent to smoke, we predict that beliefs will have a negative effect, prior trial behavior and social influence positive effects, and ad campaign attitude a negative effect. In addition, we predict interactions such that the effects of prior trial behavior and social influence on intent to smoke will be attenuated by ad campaign attitude. Furthermore, we predict that beliefs will partially mediate the effects of social influence, ad campaign attitude, and the ad campaign attitude × social influence and ad campaign attitude × prior trial behavior interactions on intent to smoke. We subsequently discuss the rationale for these relationships.

Predicted Effects on Beliefs

Direct effects of prior trial behavior and social influence. Antismoking beliefs related to the campaign (beliefs) include that tobacco companies use deceptive practices in advertising, that smoking is addictive, and that secondhand smoke is harmful. We expect that prior trial behavior and social influence directly affect these beliefs for the following reasons. It has been shown that consumers ignore or counterargue messages that contradict their beliefs and behaviors (Petty and Cacioppo 1981), and research indicates that smokers tend to discount the negative consequences of smoking (Romer and Jamieson 2001). Such a process can occur even though the basis for such beliefs may be more emotional than has previously been believed (Slovic 2001). Thus, we expect that prior trial behavior negatively affects antismoking beliefs associated with the campaign.

We operationalize social influence as a behavioral construct that reflects the influence of family and peer smoking behavior on adolescents. The socialization process suggests that family and friends strongly influence the beliefs of adolescents (John 1999), and this effect is evident in the smoking literature. For example, Romer and Jamieson (2001) show that having friends or siblings who smoke weakens adolescents’ beliefs about the risks of smoking, and Simons-Morton and colleagues (2001) suggest that parental guidance on not smoking lessens the positive beliefs that adolescents might have about smoking. Thus, we expect that social influence negatively affects antismoking beliefs (beliefs).

$H_1$: Antismoking beliefs (beliefs) are negatively affected by (a) trying cigarettes in the past (prior trial behavior) and (b) social influence (i.e., a sibling or friends who smoke, an adult smoker in the household).

Direct effects of ad campaign attitude. We expect that ad campaign attitude affects antismoking beliefs (beliefs) for several reasons. Hierarchy-of-effects models suggest a positive and direct relationship between attitude toward the ad and beliefs about the advertisement’s message. For
Notes: Lines with dashes indicate relationships hypothesized to be partially mediated by antismoking beliefs (H7). The partially mediated effects include social influence → intent to smoke, ad campaign attitude → intent to smoke, ad campaign attitude × prior trial behavior → intent to smoke, and ad campaign attitude × social influence → intent to smoke. Ad campaign attitude × prior trial behavior and ad campaign attitude × social influence are hypothesized interactions.

example, Brown and Stayman (1992) report a link between attitude and consumer cognitions, and studies that involve dual-mode processes support a positive effect of attitude toward the ad on brand-related beliefs (Lutz 1985). Evidence from the diffusion model of smoking also suggests that with the creation of favorable imagery and affect, a subsequent decline in the negative risk beliefs about smoking follows (Romer and Jamieson 2001). If the diffusion model principle that antismoking advertisements can have the opposite effects holds, ad campaign attitude should positively and directly influence antismoking beliefs. Thus, ad campaign attitude should explain incremental variance in beliefs related to the campaign that prior trial behavior and social influence do not explain.

H2: Favorable attitudes toward specific campaign advertisements (ad campaign attitude) positively affect antismoking beliefs (beliefs).

Interaction effects with ad campaign attitude. Although H1 and H2 are of interest to the smoking and advertising literature, they are direct-effects hypotheses. However, an understanding of the interactions among ad campaign attitude, prior trial behavior, and social influence may enhance knowledge of how these factors act in tandem to affect antismoking beliefs and intent to smoke. Although such interactions are consistent with conceptualizations that combine prior trial behavior with effects related to advertising (Vakratsas and Ambler 1999), we are not aware of any work that has addressed counteradvertising’s interactions with prior trial behavior and social influence in their effects on adolescent antismoking beliefs.

We propose that ad campaign attitude serves to weaken the negative effects of prior trial behavior and social influence on antismoking beliefs. Antismoking beliefs are typical among youths (Barton et al. 1982; Chassin et al. 1981), but as we hypothesize, these beliefs can be weakened through direct experience with smoking or contact with peers who smoke (Pechmann and Knight 2002; Pechmann et al. 2003). Given such weaker antismoking beliefs, favorable campaign attitudes should have significant opportunity to affect beliefs. We expect this effect because there is greater room for change when prior antismoking beliefs are less robust. However, for adolescents with little smoking exposure, ad campaign attitude will have less opportunity to affect antismoking beliefs because they are already quite strong (for these adolescents, ad campaign attitude may
tend to reinforce their existing antismoking beliefs). This rationale suggests that interactions of prior trial behavior and social influence with ad campaign attitude are positive and significant predictors of antismoking beliefs (beliefs). Specifically, we expect that ad campaign attitude has a stronger (and more positive) influence on antismoking beliefs for adolescents who have tried smoking or who have been exposed to social influence through friends or family.

$H_4$: The negative effects of (a) prior trial behavior and (b) social influence on antismoking beliefs (beliefs) are attenuated by favorable attitudes toward campaign advertisements (ad campaign attitude).

**Predicted Effects on Intent to Smoke**

Direct effects of prior trial behavior and social influence. As Bem (1967) suggests, attitudes and intent are often inferred from prior behavior. As applied to adolescent smoking, prior trial behavior (i.e., smoking trial in which at least one cigarette was partially smoked) should affect future behavior (and intent). Research suggests that when intent is measured for a specific context that involves observable and easily initiated behavior, it is likely that intent predicts onset (Sheppard, Hartwick, and Warshaw 1988). Research also indicates that prior smoking behavior is a strong predictor of future smoking among adolescents (Stacy, Bentler, and Flay 1994). Similarly, the advertising literature shows that prior product usage dominates the effects of advertising influences on intent and behavior (Vakratsas and Ambler 1999). Thus, we expect that prior trial behavior positively affects intent to smoke.

Prior research also shows a link between social influence and intent to smoke. For example, teens whose parents smoke are more likely to smoke because cigarettes are more readily available at home, and through the socialization process, teens model adult behavior (Smith and Stutts 1999). Studies also show pronounced linkages between smoking or intent to smoke and having friends or siblings who smoke (Kaufman et al. 2002; Romer and Jamieson 2001). As such, we expect that social influence positively affects intent to smoke.

$H_5$: Intent to smoke is positively affected by (a) trying cigarettes in the past (prior trial behavior) and (b) social influence (i.e., a sibling or friends who smoke, an adult smoker in the household).

Direct effects of ad campaign attitude on intent to smoke. In addition to the effects of prior trial behavior and social influence on intent to smoke, we anticipate that ad campaign attitude negatively affects intent to smoke. In the work of Armstrong and colleagues (1990), the perceived influence of cigarette advertisements outweighs parental, sibling, and peer smoking as a predictor of smoking behavior, and Smith and Stutts (1999) find that antismoking advertisements have a significant, negative effect on intent to smoke among adolescents. Such findings are consistent with the advertising literature that indicates that advertisements work on both cognitive and affective levels (Vakratsas and Ambler 1999) and that both cognitive (beliefs) and affective (attitude toward the ad) responses can have separate effects on intent (Burke and Edell 1989). Thus, if the antitobacco campaign is to be viewed as effective, ad campaign attitude should explain variance in intent to smoke in addition to that explained by prior trial behavior and social influence.

$H_6$: Favorable attitudes toward specific campaign advertisements (ad campaign attitude) negatively affect intent to smoke.

Interaction effects with ad campaign attitude. We predict that ad campaign attitude will interact with prior trial behavior and social influence to weaken their relationships with intent to smoke. We offer two reasons for this prediction. First, Vakratsas and Ambler (1999) stress that the interaction of affect and personal experience is needed to appreciate the processing and effectiveness of advertising fully. Smith and Swinyard (1982) also note that under normal ad-processing conditions, advertising may not result in higher levels of affective impact until a person considers his or her own trial and experience. In the context of smoking, passive learning of smoking imagery over time may reinforce perceptions of others’ decision to smoke within peer groups or a person’s own smoking trial behavior. As we previously indicated, Romer and Jamieson (2001, p. 132) predict that antitobacco advertising works by counteracting the diffusion of favorable images by disseminating either unfavorable images of smokers (or industry practices) or favorable images of nonsmokers. Second, adolescents with prior usage of and exposure to social influence are likely to express greater intent to smoke. Intent for such adolescents also differs from that of adolescents who have antismoking beliefs and express little intent to smoke (Pechmann and Knight 2002). Affect (attitudes toward campaign advertisements) related to counter-advertising messages tends to cue and reinforce negative smoking perceptions among adolescents with prior smoking behavior or social influence. In turn, this should reduce the positive effects of the social and behavioral influences on intent to smoke. We expect relatively weaker effects of such ad-related outcomes for adolescents who have little direct exposure to smoking, a segment for which intent to smoke is already low and thus is more difficult to influence through antismoking campaigns (Pechmann et al. 2003). (In addition, it is likely that the campaign will reinforce non-smoking adolescents’ resolve not to smoke.) Overall, this rationale suggests that ad campaign attitude should attenuate the effects of prior trial behavior and social influence on intent. This suggests that the ad campaign attitude × prior trial behavior and ad campaign attitude × social influence interaction terms are negative and significant predictors of intent to smoke.

$H_{5b}$: The positive effects of (a) prior trial behavior and (b) social influence on intent to smoke are attenuated by favorable attitudes toward campaign advertisements (ad campaign attitude).

Direct and mediating effects of beliefs. Empirical research indicates that beliefs about the consequences of a behavior are related to the intent to perform that behavior (Ajzen and Fishbein 1980) and that negative beliefs about the consequences of smoking are predictors of intent (Rind-
It has been shown that when intent is specific to a behavior in terms of target, action, context, and time, the ability of intent to predict behavior is enhanced (Ajzen and Fishbein 1980; Fishbein and Ajzen 1975). Thus, we predict that antismoking beliefs related to the campaign will negatively affect intent to smoke.

In Figure 1, antismoking beliefs (beliefs) also are positioned as a partial mediator of the effects that social influence, ad campaign attitude, and their relevant interactions have on intent to smoke. As we noted previously, adolescents are likely to have strongly held beliefs about smoking that serve as a primary predictor of intent (Slovic, Fishchoff, and Lichtenstein 1980). Thus, given this strong effect on intent to smoke, we expect that inclusion of antismoking beliefs in the model reduces the effects of social influence, ad campaign attitude, and the ad campaign attitude × prior trial behavior and ad campaign attitude × social influence interactions on intent to smoke. However, given the important role of affect in the evaluation of adolescents’ smoking (Slovic 2001), the role of affect in judgment formation (Schwarz 1990), and the enduring impact of social influence on adolescents (John 1999), we do not expect that beliefs fully account for the effect of these independent variables on intent to smoke. Thus, our predictions for the direct and partial mediation effects of beliefs are as follows:1

\[ H_0; \text{Antismoking beliefs (beliefs) (a) negatively affect intent to smoke and (b) partially mediate the effects of social influence, ad campaign attitude, and the ad campaign attitude \times prior trial behavior and ad campaign attitude \times social influence interactions on intent to smoke.} \]

Methodology

The Wisconsin Antitobacco Media Campaign

As a result of the 1998 Master Settlement Agreement of the tobacco industry with the states, the Wisconsin Tobacco Control Board (WTB; 2002) was created in 1999. An important objective of the board was to target antismoking programs and messages toward youths of middle and high school age. According to the CDC, 32.9% of high school students in Wisconsin were smokers, a rate higher than the national average (Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids 2002). More than $6 million ($6.5 million total, or $1.21 per capita) was allocated for the state’s first major antitobacco advertising campaign (WTCB 2000). Because of the CDC’s (1999) suggested minimum per capita allocations of $1.00 and ideal per capita allocations of $3.00 (Pechmann and Reibling 2000), the Wisconsin media campaign for 2001 provided an appropriate level of funding to help achieve exposure. A main objective of the youth campaign was to convey a message of industry deception and anti-imagery. This objective is consistent with recent successful programs that aimed to reduce and prevent adolescent smoking (cf. Bauer et al. 2000; Pechmann and Knight 2002; Perrachio and Luna 1998; Romer and Jamieson 2001) and with theory on attempts to persuade (Friestad and Wright 1994). Other important message themes focused on addiction and the harmful nature of secondhand smoke.

Four specific advertisements (“Janet,” “Patrick,” Mohammed,” and “FACT”) were placed in youth television and radio spots in seven major Wisconsin markets from July 2001 to December 2001. The advertisements had been successfully tested and run in other states (e.g., Massachusetts) and were recommended as part of CDC’s best-practices list. “Janet” features a former cigarette model with a coarse voice talking about how she used to try to convince people to smoke and now tells people to stop smoking. “Patrick” shows a man talking about being part of a family of cigarette manufacturers and wanting people to know that they should not smoke. “Mohammed” is about a young African American man reading about ways the tobacco companies have tried to target kids to start smoking. Finally, in “FACT” (i.e., “Fighting Against Corporate Tobacco”), a cigarette company executive is dreaming about kids tracking him down and yelling at him about lies he has told about smoking.2

Interviewing Procedure and Sample

Telephone interviews were conducted with adolescents ranging in age from 12 to 18 years. The sample was based on a list purchased from a major list vendor, and telephone numbers of potential respondents were randomly selected from the list. Up to eight callbacks were made, for a response rate of 31% for adolescents who were known to be eligible for inclusion in the sample. The survey took between 10 and 15 minutes to complete. The introduction noted that the firm conducting the telephone interviews was doing “a survey of Wisconsin youth about their attitudes and opinions toward tobacco and other health issues.” Parental permission to participate in the survey was obtained at the time of the interview for all respondents, and they were assured that their responses would remain confidential. The average age of respondents was 14.7 years, 97% were in grades 7 to 12, 47% of the respondents were female, and 16% were African American. As such, the sample was quite similar to that of Wisconsin census figures. All data were collected in the latter portion of 2001, approximately six months after the antismoking campaign.

---

1Because prior behavior has been shown to be the strongest predictor of future smoking behavior (Stacy, Bentler, and Flay 1994), we do not hypothesize that the antismoking beliefs construct mediates the effect of prior behavior on intent to smoke.

2A media campaign aimed at young adults directly focused on the following message themes: (1) secondhand smoke kills and (2) nicotine is addictive and tobacco is deadly. These messages served as additional objectives for adolescents; there were spillover effects of the young adult campaign for the adolescents. Given the results of the confirmatory factor analyses we describe subsequently, we decided that one beliefs construct related to the three message themes was relevant and appropriate for tests of hypotheses. Because we assessed hypotheses using a field study, we acknowledge that the industry deception, addiction, and second-hand smoke beliefs may be potentially influenced by other sources of information at the time of the campaign.
first began airing. Across all analyses, the sample sizes used ranged from n = 924 to n = 943.

**Measures**

Measures were drawn from previous state surveys, including the University of Massachusetts Tobacco Study Youth Instrument, Florida’s Anti-Tobacco Media Evaluation Survey, the California Adult Tobacco Survey, and the CDC’s Youth Tobacco Survey and Youth Risk Behavior Survey. All measures and procedures were pretested with 75 respondents before the survey was conducted.

**Independent and control variables.** We assessed prior trial behavior by asking respondents whether they had ever tried smoking cigarettes, even one or two puffs (no = 0, yes = 1). Three items measured social influence. The first item asked respondents whether they had a sibling who smoked (no = 0, yes = 1), the second asked whether there was an adult smoker in the household (no = 0, yes = 1), and the third asked whether they had any friends (among their four closest friends) who smoked (no = 0, yes = 1). We summed the scores of these three items (sibling, adult smoker, and friends) to form one overall social influence composite that ranged from 0 to 3, such that a higher score suggested a stronger influence to smoke. Respondents were screened such that they had to recall at least one campaign advertisement to ensure a basis for a campaign attitude. For advertisements recalled, respondents rated their attitude toward the specific advertisements by indicating how much they liked each campaign advertisement on a ten-point scale (0 = “did not like the ad at all,” 10 = “liked it very much”). We summed these ratings and averaged them to form the ad campaign attitude measure. We also included measures of age, gender (0 = female, 1 = male), and race (African American = 0, Caucasian = 1) as control variables in all analyses.

**Dependent variables.** We measured both dependent variables in the model with multiple items. Antismoking beliefs related to the campaign pertained to three message themes: (1) deceptiveness of the tobacco companies in their marketing practices, (2) the harmfulness of secondhand smoke, and (3) the addictiveness of smoking cigarettes. Within each of these themes, we summed the scores on four items rated on four-point “strongly disagree/agree” scales and then averaged them to form an overall theme composite. We summed and averaged the three composite scores to form indicators for one overall antismoking beliefs construct (beliefs). We measured intent to smoke with three items on four-point “definitely no/definitely yes” scales. For the three indicators of the beliefs construct and the three items of the intent construct, standardized loadings from confirmatory factor models ranged from .65 to .95, and average variance extracted estimates for each of these multi-indicator/item measures exceeded .50 (Fornell and Larcker 1981). The Appendix shows all measures, and Table 1 reports all correlations and reliability estimates.

**Measurement checks.** We conducted analyses to determine whether antismoking beliefs should be represented as indicators of one overall construct. First, in a confirmatory factor analysis, we specified the beliefs construct as a higher-order factor with the three themes (i.e., deceptiveness of the tobacco companies in their marketing practices, harmfulness of secondhand smoke, and addictiveness of smoking cigarettes) as first-order factors. We then specified the individual items used to assess each theme as manifest indicators of their respective first-order factors. We used three indexes to examine the fit of this model: (1) the comparative fit index (CFI), (2) the nonnormed fit index (NNFI), and (3) the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA). Values in the mid- to high-.90 range indicate good fit for the CFI and NNFI, and values of .08 and less indicate good fit for the RMSEA (Hu and Bentler 1999). The higher-order model fit the data well ($\chi^2 = 73.97$, degrees of freedom [d.f.] = 51; CFI = .99; NNFI = .98; RMSEA = .02) (Hu and Bentler 1999), and the standardized loadings of the first-order factors to the higher-order factor ranged from .74 to .95 ($p < .01$), indicating a high degree of convergence among the first-order factors (Bagozzi and Heatherton 1994). Furthermore, the composite reliability estimates (estimates analogous to coefficient alpha) for the manifest indicators to their first-order factors were .78 for the deceptiveness of the tobacco companies in their marketing practices, .72 for the harmfulness of secondhand smoke, and .80 for the addictiveness of smoking cigarettes.

Second, we conducted a series of t-tests between dependent correlations to determine whether the three beliefs

### TABLE 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measures, Standard Deviations, and Correlations Among Constructs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Prior trial behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Social influence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Ad campaign attitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Ad campaign attitude × prior trial behavior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Ad campaign attitude × social influence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Beliefs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Intent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Italicized entries on the diagonal for Variables 3, 6, and 7 are coefficient alpha estimates of internal consistency. All correlations are statistically significant ($p < .01$).
individually had different correlations with ad campaign attitude (an antecedent of beliefs) and intent to smoke (a consequence of beliefs). For example, to test whether the correlation between the belief of addictiveness of smoking cigarettes and intent to smoke differed from the correlation between the belief of harmfulness of secondhand smoke and intent to smoke, we used the procedure that Cohen and Cohen (1983, pp. 56–57) recommend. Across all correlational comparisons (six in total), we found no significant differences (t-values ranged from .92 to 1.23, p > .10). Thus, the relationships between the beliefs about the deceptiveness of the tobacco companies, the harmfulness of secondhand smoke, and the addictiveness of smoking cigarettes and ad campaign attitude and intent to smoke did not differ. In summary, we found evidence for a single antismoking beliefs construct.

**Analysis and Results**

Consistent with the procedures of Holmbeck (1997), we used structural equation modeling (SEM) as our analytical approach. This approach allows for an assessment of the incremental effects of the campaign-related constructs and their interactions after the effects of prior trial behavior and social influence have been taken into account. This approach also incorporates the potentially biasing impact of measurement error on path estimates. For beliefs and intent to smoke, we accounted for error in measurement by allowing the SEM package (LISREL 8) to estimate item/indicator loadings and measurement error terms freely. For ad campaign attitude, we used its summed item score and set its measurement loading to the square root of its internal consistency estimate and its error term to 1 – coefficient alpha × construct variance to account for measurement error (Jöreskog and Sörbom 1982). For all other single indicator constructs (i.e., prior trial behavior, social influence, and the interaction terms), we set item loadings to 1 and error terms to 0. Consistent with prior smoking research, we accounted for any demographic effects by entering age, gender, and race as control variables for all models estimated.

**Effects on Antismoking Beliefs**

**H1-H2: Direct effects.** Panel A of Table 2 presents the results that pertain to beliefs. H1 predicts that prior trial behavior (H1a) and social influence (H1b) negatively affect antismoking beliefs related to the campaign (beliefs). Model 1 examines the two direct effect predictions, and the evidence shows that H1a and H1b are supported. Across fit indexes (CFI, NNFI, and RMSEA), the model fits the data well, and both prior trial behavior and social influence negatively affect antismoking beliefs. H2 predicts that ad campaign attitude positively affects beliefs, and Model 2 tests this prediction by adding ad campaign attitude to the model. Model 2, which includes the direct effects of all three predictors, also fits the data well, and the difference in fit between Model 1 and Model 2 is significant ($\chi^2_{\text{diff}} = 64.21$, d.f.$\text{diff} = 1$, $p < .01$). This difference between the models indicates that the inclusion of ad campaign attitude explains an additional 8% of the variance in beliefs that was not previously explained by prior trial behavior and social influence. In total, prior trial behavior, social influence, and ad campaign attitude account for 13% of the variance in beliefs.

**H3: Interaction effects of ad campaign attitude on beliefs.** We predict that ad campaign attitude attenuates the negative effects of prior trial behavior (H3a) and social influence (H3b) on antismoking beliefs. Thus, we expect that the interactions of prior trial behavior and social influence with ad campaign attitude are positive and significant predictors of beliefs. We mean-centered ad campaign attitude and social influence before creating the interaction terms (Aiken and West 1991), and then we added the interaction terms hierarchically to the predictors already in Model 2 to form Model 3. As is shown in Panel A of Table 2, Model 3 fits the data well and is significantly better fitted than Model 2 ($\chi^2_{\text{diff}} = 10.74$, d.f.$\text{diff} = 2$, $p < .01$). This significant difference between models indicates that the predicted interactions explain additional variance in beliefs. Thus, H3a is supported: the ad campaign attitude × prior trial behavior interaction term positively affects and incrementally explains 2% of the variance in beliefs. However, the coefficient for the interaction of social influence and ad campaign attitude is not significant and thus does not support H3b.

**Effects on Intent to Smoke**

**H4-H5: Direct effects.** We predict that prior trial behavior (H4a) and social influence (H4b) have positive effects on intent to smoke, and tests of the predictions are presented in Model 1, Panel B, in Table 2. Model 1 fits the data well and supports these predictions, as both prior trial behavior and social influence are significant predictors and explain 41% of the variance in intent to smoke. We also predict that ad campaign attitude (H5) negatively affects intent and explains variance in addition to the effects of prior trial behavior and social influence. Model 2 in Panel B of Table 2 supports this hypothesis. Model 2 has a better fit than Model 1 ($\chi^2_{\text{diff}} = 39.12$, d.f.$\text{diff} = 1$, $p < .01$), and all three constructs (prior trial behavior, social influence, and ad campaign attitude) affect intent in the predicted direction. The addition of ad campaign attitude has a negative effect on intent and explains an additional 3% of the variance in this construct.

**H6: Interaction effects of ad campaign attitude on intent.** H6 predicts that ad campaign attitude interacts with prior trial behavior and social influence such that ad campaign attitude has a stronger (and more negative) influence on intent to smoke for adolescents with prior trial behavior (H6a) and with social influence (H6b). Thus, we anticipate that the interaction terms ad campaign attitude × prior trial behavior and ad campaign attitude × social influence are negative and significant predictors of intent to smoke. We added the mean-centered interaction terms hierarchically to the predictors already in Model 2 to create Model 3. Model 3 fits better than Model 2 ($\chi^2_{\text{diff}} = 71.80$, d.f.$\text{diff} = 2$, $p < .01$), which suggests that the addition of the interaction terms explains incremental variance in intent. Both the ad campaign attitude × prior trial behavior and the ad campaign attitude × social influence interaction terms are significant.
The interaction terms explain an additional 4% of the variance in intent to smoke.3

3Given the four advertisement themes, three belief themes, and three types of social influence (friends, siblings, or adults in the home), we conducted several analyses that disaggregated the ad campaign attitude, beliefs, and social influence measures. First, in general, attitudes toward each of the four campaign advertisements were consistent and favorable; mean scores on a zero-to-ten scale ranged from 7.04 to 7.78. Correlations of the attitude measure for each of the four specific advertisements with the beliefs measure ranged from .20 to .29 (p < .01) and from −.23 to −.27 (p < .01) for the intent measure.

Second, because specific advertisements of the campaigns were more closely related to tobacco company deceptive practices, we also estimated all models shown in Tables 2 and 3 with only deceptiveness of the tobacco companies as the beliefs measure. In terms of statistical significance and coefficient magnitude, all independent variables that predicted beliefs (using only the deceptiveness measure) were similar to the ones in Tables 2 and 3. Use of the deceptiveness measure as a predictor of smoking intent also yielded similar results to the ones in Tables 2 and 3. Third, we analyzed each social influence separately. The results are similar to the ones in Table 2 for beliefs and intent, with the exception that the ad campaign attitude × friends interaction term affected...
To explore the specific nature and implications of these interactions further, we examined correlational results for (1) adolescents with and without prior smoking trial behavior and (2) adolescents with and without social influence. For adolescents with prior trial behavior, the correlation of ad campaign attitude with intent to smoke is -.38 (p < .01), and for adolescents without prior trial behavior, the correlation is -.07 (p < .05, one-tailed test). The difference in the correlations between ad campaign attitude and intent for adolescents with and without prior trial behavior is statistically significant (t = 4.52, p < .01). For adolescents with social influence, the correlation of ad campaign attitude with intent is -.35, and for adolescents without social influence, the correlation is -.06 (t = 4.63, p < .01). These correlational differences are consistent with the significant interaction terms between prior trial behavior and ad campaign attitude and between social influence and ad campaign attitude, shown in Panel B of Table 2. As we hypothesized, they suggest that a favorable campaign attitude has a stronger (and more negative) impact on intent to smoke for adolescents with prior trial behavior and for adolescents exposed to social influence.

H7: Effects of beliefs on intent and mediation analyses.

To determine whether the beliefs construct mediates the effects of prior trial behavior, social influence, ad campaign attitude, ad campaign attitude × prior trial behavior, and ad campaign attitude × social influence on intent, four conditions must hold: (1) The predictor variables (prior trial behavior, social influence, ad campaign attitude, ad campaign attitude × prior trial behavior, and ad campaign attitude × social influence) must affect the mediator (beliefs) in the predicted direction, (2) the mediator (beliefs) must affect the dependent variable (intent to smoke) in the predicted direction, (3) the predictor variables must affect the dependent variable (intent to smoke) in the predicted direction, and (4) the impact of the predictors on the dependent variable (intent to smoke) must be not significant (full mediation) or reduced (partial mediation) after controlling for the mediator (beliefs) (Baron and Kenny 1986; Holmbeck 1997).

The first two conditions are largely satisfied by Model 1 (the fully mediated model) in Table 3. Consistent with the previous analyses, all predictor variables (with the exception of ad campaign attitude × social influence) affect beliefs, and beliefs affect intent. The effect of beliefs on intent supports H7a, and this model also shows adequate fit indexes. The third condition is satisfied by Model 2, in which the predictor variables affect the dependent variable. As is shown in Table 3, this “predictor variable affects dependent variable” model estimates only the effects of the predictor variables on the dependent variable of intent. This model fits well, and with the exception of the ad campaign attitude → intent path, all predictor variables affect intent. The fourth condition is satisfied if the effects of the predictor variables (prior trial behavior, social influence, ad campaign attitude, ad campaign attitude × prior trial behavior, and ad campaign attitude × social influence) on the dependent variable (intent) become nonsignificant when controlling for the effects of the mediator. Model 3 (no-mediation model) in Table 3 accounts for the effects of the predictor variables on the proposed mediator (beliefs) and for the effect of the mediator on the dependent variable. If full mediation exists, the fit of Model 3 (no mediation) should not be significantly better than the fit of Model 1 (fully mediated), and the path estimates of Model 3 for the predictor variables to the dependent variable should not be significant. As is shown in Table 3, this is not the case. The fit of Model 3 is significantly better than the fit of Model 1 (χ²diff = 363.29, d.f.diff = 5, p < .01), and four of the five Model 3 paths from the predictor variables to the dependent variable are significant. Furthermore, the paths are virtually identical in magnitude to the paths of Model 2 (in which the mediator is not included), which suggests that the paths also are not partially mediated. In summary, the effects of prior trial behavior, social influence, ad campaign attitude, ad campaign attitude × prior trial behavior, and ad campaign attitude × social influence on intent are not mediated by beliefs, and H7b is not supported. Therefore, the moderating effects of ad campaign attitude on prior trial behavior and social influence on intent remain after we introduced beliefs as a mediator in the model.

3Partial mediation is supported if the effects of the predictors on the dependent variable are significantly diminished after accounting for the mediator. Thus, we tested whether the regression coefficients for social influence, ad campaign attitude, ad campaign attitude × prior trial behavior, and the ad campaign attitude × social influence were lower when we controlled for the effect of beliefs. Using linear regression and equations suggested by Kenny, Kashay, and Bolger (1998), we found that partial mediation was not statistically supported for any predictor variable. That is, there were no significant differences between the predictor variable coefficients with or without the effects of beliefs being controlled.

We attempted to test the extent to which common methods variance affected our results using Netemeyer and colleagues’ (1997)
Discussion and Implications

Given estimates that 6.4 million of today’s adolescents are likely to die prematurely because of their decision to smoke cigarettes, and given the continuing promotional activities of tobacco companies (CDC 2002), furthering the understanding of the effectiveness of countermarketing campaigns in reinforcing antismoking beliefs and in reducing adolescent smoking intent is important. Our research used a field study for a $6.5 million antismoking campaign to address two primary questions: (1) Do counteradvertising campaign attitudes directly affect antismoking beliefs and intent in a manner similar to that of conventional advertisements? and (2) Can ad campaign attitudes have a stronger effect on beliefs and intent for adolescents with prior smoking trial behavior and for adolescents exposed to social influence (i.e., friends or siblings who smoke or an adult smoker in the home)? Our results suggest that the answer to both questions is yes, because ad campaign attitudes, prior trial behavior, and social influence all directly affected antismoking beliefs and intent to smoke. Furthermore, ad campaign attitude interacted with prior trial behavior to strengthen antismoking beliefs; in turn, ad campaign attitude also interacted with social influence and prior trial behavior to attenuate adolescent intent to smoke. On the basis of our results confirming eight of ten hypotheses, we found considerable support for the proposed relationships. We discuss implications of these results next.

Table 3
Results of Mediation Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fit Estimates</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>d.f.</th>
<th>$\chi^2_{d.f.}$</th>
<th>d.f.</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>NNFI</th>
<th>RMSEA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>462.88</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 2</td>
<td>235.52</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>.95</td>
<td>.91</td>
<td>.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 3</td>
<td>99.59</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>363.29***</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>.99</td>
<td>.97</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model 1 (Fully Mediated)</th>
<th>Model 2 (PV Affects DV)</th>
<th>Model 3 (No Mediation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PB $\rightarrow$ beliefs</td>
<td>$-0.08 \ ([-0.12])^{***}$</td>
<td>$-0.06 \ ([-0.08])^{***}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI $\rightarrow$ beliefs</td>
<td>$-0.02 \ ([-0.05])^*$</td>
<td>$-0.02 \ ([-0.04])$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACA $\rightarrow$ beliefs</td>
<td>$0.03 \ (0.21)^{***}$</td>
<td>$0.03 \ (0.21)^{***}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACA $\times$ PB $\rightarrow$ beliefs</td>
<td>$0.05 \ (0.20)^{***}$</td>
<td>$0.05 \ (0.18)^{***}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACA $\times$ SI $\rightarrow$ beliefs</td>
<td>$-0.01 \ ([-0.03])$</td>
<td>$-0.01 \ ([-0.04])$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB $\rightarrow$ intent</td>
<td>$0.63 \ (0.44)^{***}$</td>
<td>$0.61 \ (0.43)^{***}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI $\rightarrow$ intent</td>
<td>$0.12 \ (0.16)^{***}$</td>
<td>$0.11 \ (0.15)^{**}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACA $\rightarrow$ intent</td>
<td>$-0.01 \ ([-0.03])$</td>
<td>$-0.00 \ ([-0.01])$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACA $\times$ PB $\rightarrow$ intent</td>
<td>$-0.10 \ ([-0.22])^{***}$</td>
<td>$-0.09 \ ([-0.19])^{***}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACA $\times$ SI $\rightarrow$ intent</td>
<td>$-0.03 \ ([-0.09])^{***}$</td>
<td>$-0.03 \ ([-0.10])^{***}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beliefs $\rightarrow$ intent</td>
<td>$-0.71 \ ([-0.36])^{***}$</td>
<td>$-0.31 \ ([-0.16])^{***}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beliefs</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intent</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Paths not in parentheses are unstandardized, and paths in parentheses are standardized. PV = predictor variable, DV = dependent variable, PB = prior trial behavior, SI = social influence, and ACA = ad campaign attitude.

Implications for Counteradvertising Programs and Public Policy

Direct and indirect effects. Our study offers implications for advertisers, social marketers, the public health community, and public policy officials on the use of counteradvertising to affect message-related beliefs and intent. These implications stem from the direct, indirect, interaction, and mediating effects that we found in the study. Given the direct and strong effect of prior smoking trial behavior on intent, our study suggests that similar antismoking campaigns can be used to help reduce continued smoking experimentation by adolescents. Creative ways of reducing continued trial may affect intent for adolescents both directly and indirectly through the networks of friends who smoke. For example, although many antismoking cam-
Campaigns have focused primarily on cognitive-based reasons not to smoke, recent results suggest that affective approaches may be beneficial in countering favorable images for peers evoked in cigarette advertising (Pechmann et al. 2003; Ferrachio and Luna 1998). Such an approach was used in our campaign and is consistent with work on understanding persuasion influence (Friestad and Wright 1994). We also found that adolescents’ antismoking beliefs can be directly influenced by attitudes toward campaign advertisements. The incremental variance in beliefs explained by this campaign-related affective construct (8%) again demonstrates that well-designed antismoking campaigns can affect adolescents’ smoking-related beliefs (Siegel and Biener 2000).

Interaction effects. Our study extends findings from other field studies by examining how ad campaign attitude interacts with prior trial behavior and social influence. Our results show that ad campaign attitude attenuates the influence of prior trial behavior on antismoking beliefs and intent to smoke. There also is partial support for the interaction effect of the ad campaign attitude construct for social influence in the case of intent, but not for antismoking beliefs; only the ad campaign attitude × friends interaction term had a significant and positive effect on antismoking beliefs. However, this latter finding indicates that counteradvertising campaigns, such as the one used in the present study, can be successful in lessening the influence of smoking peers on adolescent smoking beliefs held. The ad campaign attitude × friends interaction also helps extend prior research on the direct impact of antismoking advertisements on both adolescent health-risk beliefs (Pechmann et al. 2003) and adolescent antismoking beliefs (Pechmann and Knight 2002). However, overall (i.e., across all social influence types), it should be noted that the strength of ad campaign attitude is similar in our study for adolescents with and without social influence.

For smoking intent, results from Table 2 suggest that a favorable ad campaign attitude operates primarily through a negative impact on smoking intent for adolescents with prior smoking experience and for adolescents with social influence. Because these at-risk segments have developed a stronger intent to smoke, a greater opportunity exists to reduce smoking intent through antismoking ad campaigns, such as the one used in the present study. In total, our results show that the interaction effects with antismoking campaign attitude explained an additional 4% of the variance in intent to smoke.

Our interaction results are also consistent with recent experimental work by Pechmann and colleagues (2003, p. 9), who use advertisements with social disapproval messages. Their results suggest that special strategies and executions may be needed for adolescents who are susceptible to becoming smokers on a more permanent basis or who consider themselves invulnerable to long-term risks. In our case, we found success for executions that stressed industry deception and harmful effects through the use of advertising spokespeople. In general, we view our results that favorable campaign attitudes have stronger negative effects on smoking intent for segments with prior experience and close exposure to smokers as supportive for the potential of positive outcomes for carefully designed countermarketing campaigns. However, such positive outcomes have not always been found (cf. Romer and Jamieson 2001), and the direct measurement of important influencing factors, such as prior smoking trial behavior and social influence, should be considered so that the potential effectiveness of campaign efforts is not diluted.

Mediation effects. We also hypothesized that antismoking beliefs would partially mediate the effects of social influence, ad campaign attitude, and the interactions of campaign attitude with prior trial behavior and social influence on intent. Although the results show that beliefs failed to mediate the ad campaign attitude and interaction effects even partially, they suggest a potentially important implication. That is, ad campaign affect can have a significant and negative impact on personal smoking intent that is not accounted for by antismoking beliefs, especially for adolescents who could benefit most from the campaign (i.e., ones with prior smoking trial or exposed to social influence). The effect of the ad campaign attitude interactions coupled with the significant, direct (but not mediating) effect of beliefs on intent also suggests that the affective and cognitive aspects related to a countermarketing campaign can operate independently of each other in terms of their effects on consequences (Schwarz 1990). Moreover, our results are consistent with prior adolescent smoking research that demonstrates the importance of affective reactions in the evaluation of smoking and antismoking stimuli (cf. Pechmann and Knight 2002; Romer and Jamieson 2001).

Contributions to Marketing Knowledge

It has been proposed that affective responses to advertising can interact with product usage experience, and the relative influence of each is dependent on the product category and other contextual factors (Vakratsas and Ambler 1999, p. 36). Consistent with this view, our direct effects show that for a highly visible, mature product category such as cigarettes, prior behavior and social influence strongly influence intent. However, our results also indicate that cognitive ad campaign outcomes (e.g., antismoking beliefs related to the campaign) can have direct effects on intent to smoke, whereas affective ad campaign outcomes (e.g., ad campaign attitude) can have important interaction effects on intent to smoke. Such separate processing routes are consistent with tenets of the elaboration likelihood model, which shows that one’s elaboration on affect can be as persuasive at times as that of cognitive beliefs (Petty and Cacioppo 1986, pp. 213–14). Thus, although a counteradvertising campaign attempts to convince target consumers not to engage in a particular behavior, the results support the hypothesized interactions between affective campaign responses and both prior trial behavior and social influence effects. As such, our study extends prior research on advertising effects (Vakratsas and Ambler 1999) to (1) a counteradvertising campaign and (2) prior trial behavior and social influences that encourage intent. In addition, an examination of our model of counteradvertising, prior trial behavior, and social influence indicates that it is capable of accounting for a substantial portion (i.e., 48%) of variance in smoking intent.
**Further Research**

As reviewed by Pechmann (1997, p. 198), a variety of approaches have been used to study the effects of antismoking ad campaigns, and now include cross-sectional (Romer and Jamieson 2001) and longitudinal (Popham et al. 1994) field studies, controlled lab experiments (Pechmann and Knight 2002; Pechmann et al. 2003), and qualitative research (Percacchio and Luna 1998). In our study, we used cross-sectional field data for a six-month counteradvertising campaign. Although our results are encouraging, the cross-sectional design prohibits us from drawing causal inferences. Longer-field studies with longitudinal data that use the same set of respondents are desirable and could provide insight into long-term cessation rates and overall levels of smoking among adolescents (Schar and Gutierrez 2001). (For example, the CDC [1999] recommends media campaigns of several years to achieve behavioral outcomes for actual smoking rates.) Other field studies could have respondents keep ad diaries, or “metered” exposure data could be obtained for some time period, and effects on subsequent cessation and initiation rates could be assessed. In addition, in the case of actual antismoking field campaigns, researchers (with input from state tobacco control boards) must weigh the appropriate mix of counteradvertising campaign messages with other beneficial programs (e.g., school-based programs, community outreach efforts) to determine the most efficient use of the funds available for adolescent smoking prevention and cessation. Experimental research, varying exposure levels over different time frames and regions, may also provide insight into the relationships tested in this study by measuring attitudes and intent across groups with and without prior behavior. In general, research has shown that negative information has stronger effects than positive information because it may be viewed as more diagnostic in decision making (Kahneman and Tversky 1979). Experiments designed to address the impact of antismoking information presented in the context of pro-tobacco company promotions across adolescents with and without prior trial behavior and social influence would be of interest (cf. Pechmann and Ratneshwar 1994).

Other research might consider variables not measured in our study. For example, increases in price are believed to reduce adolescent intent and behavior with respect to smoking (Chaloupka et al. 2002). Thus, the strength of a pricing effect relative to long-term advertising effects and the ability of marketing-mix variables to complement one another would be of interest. On a broader level, the marketing and public health literature on how outcomes of countermarketing media campaigns may moderate the positive effects of prior experience and social and family influences on intent and long-term behavior is in need of greater study. Comprehensive prevention programs (including countermarketing campaigns) might examine other factors such as school misbehavior and academic failure (Bryant et al. 2002), positive parental involvement (Simons-Morton 2002), and related problem behaviors in an effort to help reduce adolescent smoking intent and use. In addition, further research might address similar direct, interacting, and mediating effects for other adolescent countermarketing campaigns that involve drug and alcohol consumption (Block et al. 2002; Rose, Bearden, and Manning 1996). Finally, our study findings point to the importance of accounting for key underlying characteristics of the target population in the assessment of countermarketing campaigns. Studies that examine general adolescent populations while ignoring the measurement of important factors such as prior trial behavior and social influence may mask significant effects of the campaign. In summary, we encourage the consideration of these issues to help improve the understanding of the problem consumption behaviors of adolescents while enhancing future consumer and societal welfare.

**Appendix**

**Measurement Items**

**Social Influence**

Do you have any brothers or sisters who currently smoke cigarettes? (Sibling)

Is there an adult in your household who is a regular smoker? (Adult smoker)

How many of your four closest friends smoke cigarettes? (Friends)

**Prior Trial Behavior**

Have you ever tried cigarette smoking, even one or two puffs?

**Ad Campaign Attitude**

For each of the four specific advertisements in the campaign, respondents were asked, “How much did you like the advertisement?”

**Antismoking Beliefs**

**Tobacco Company Deception Beliefs**

Tobacco companies specifically try to get young people to start smoking.

Tobacco companies fool young people into believing smoking is okay.

Tobacco companies encourage people to start smoking.

Tobacco companies use deceptive practices to get people hooked on smoking.

**Secondhand Smoke Beliefs**

Breathing smoke from someone else’s cigarette is harmful.

Secondhand smoke is dangerous to nonsmokers.

Secondhand smoke is not as dangerous as people make it out to be. (Reverse coded)

Secondhand smoke kills people.

**Smoking Addictiveness Beliefs**

Smoking is addictive.

Nicotine is physically addictive.

Tobacco is a deadly product in any form.

Tobacco is a dangerous product.

**Intent to Smoke**

If one of your best friends offered you a cigarette, would you accept it?

Do you think you will smoke a cigarette at anytime during the next year?

Do you think you will be smoking cigarettes five years from now?

---
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